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Forthcoming
Forthcoming Events
10th and 11th March 2007

Coventry, hosted by the Tubb family.

18th-21st April 2007

BCIS International Convention at Belleek, Co. Fermanagh

Future Plans
July 2007

AGM, Portsmouth, hosted by Pat and Brian Russell

13th & 14th October 2007

Wilmslow, hosted by Myra and Bob Roalfe

December 2007

Not decided yet

Newsletter Deadlines
Summer 2007:

Deadline June 20th, Publication July 10th.

Cover Picture… is an early first period Belleek dejeuner tray in the Sevres or “London Tea” shape with
hand-painted decoration of the first order by Swann.
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From our Chairman
Hello, happy New Year and welcome to our first newsletter of 2007.
2007 is a very significant year for Belleek Collectors, The Belleek Pottery and the people of Belleek all of
whom have enjoyed the products of the gritstone building on the bank of the River Erne for 150 years. A
momentous landmark in the Pottery’s history and one being celebrated throughout the year, including the
Northern Ireland Group’s International Convention in April.
The UK Group are celebrating the 150th anniversary of the building of the Pottery with the publication of a
huge supplement to this Spring newsletter, packed full of articles, adverts, photographs and other documents,
all which have in some way reported or contributed to the on-going success of The Belleek Pottery, so please
enjoy this publication, which I hope will itself become a part of the history of Belleek in years to come.

Remembering
Remembering Graham Houghton
Celebration amongst our membership is tinged with sadness
with the recent untimely passing of Graham Houghton, one of
the stalwarts of the Group and a dear personal friend. Graham
will be missed by so many in this Group and most will have
their own personal recollections, be it for his avid promotion of
our entries in the annual silent auction or for an ear to bend and
seek advice. Graham was usually a good bet if you wanted to
know something being a worldly person with so many varied
and diverse interests, many of which I shared with him, as
indeed he shared mine too.
Over many years, Chris and I travelled with Graham and
Sheila to Group meetings all over the Country and visited
Ireland many times together so I knew him well and
understood the quality and enjoyment of life he constantly
promoted, whilst showing his determination to enjoy it to the
full. It will be strange driving to future meetings without
Graham in the car and having some chance remark promote a
good conversation which might have lasted for hours.
Testimony to Graham’s impact on so many people’s lives was
reflected by the large number who attended his funeral service
when we joined his family to celebrate a life so cruelly taken,
and as we emerged into the sunshine listening to the theme
music from 633 Squadron, we knew that an era had ended.
Our love and thoughts are with Sheila at this time as we
remember the superb Belleek weekend they hosted on The
Wirral and, not so long ago their Golden Wedding celebrations
in Hoylake, and how happy and proud Graham was with all his
family and many friends around him.

- David Reynolds
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My soul mate Graham – Bev Marvell
I first got to know Graham well when we were thrust together to do the
silent auction for the UK convention in 1997. I wrote the software and
operated the computer as his clerk and Graham was my ‘gaffer’ the
Auctioneer. After this, we did a silent auction together every year at each
AGM, 10 years in all. Graham would enthusiastically bellow out the sales
patter on various lots and field members queries with tact, diplomacy and
patience …and no nonsense! He passionately believed that things be done
right, be transparent and beyond suspicion, what’s why everyone trusted
him. But he was pragmatic too, never liking unnecessary red tape, a man for
action, not waffle. No wonder he was a JP.

Chris and I had lovely relaxing holidays with Sheila and Graham at their caravan in the Lake District for many
summers. Together we would visit the antique fairs and shops and drive around the scenery, but the highlight of
these happy days for me was sitting up late into the night with Graham and a G&T (we call a G&T with 50%
gin a “Graham’s”!). We would put the world to rights, just like you did in student days, talking frankly, not
needing to choose our words, agree and disagree and so I think we became soul mates. Graham’s ability to be a
good listener, to always be fair and reasonable, to provide a good argument and to be a decision maker was
rare. Not that he wasn’t a good talker too! He was a natural speaker, a great asset to the Group, in fact I believe
in his career he had won prizes for public speaking. Always well researched, humorous, educational and
confident, he had the ability to get complex ideas across simply, entertainingly and in a way that made you
remember the information he taught - now I won’t forget what colour the body of Liverpool porcelain is
compared to Worcester and the correct shape of the ‘foot’!
Last Spring Graham and Sheila celebrated their 50th
Wedding anniversary. Surrounded by their family and
friends, we commented at the time that Graham had
never looked so happy. Truth, justice, family and
friends meant a lot to Graham. I was very very fond
of Graham, I looked up to and respected Graham,
Graham we will miss you.
Graham Houghton – a fair and just man

An appreciation of Graham
Houghton – Chris Marvell
Graham was a good natured and affable chap. He was someone with no airs and graces who would tell you
when he thought you were wrong. He held strong views but was always direct and fair in all the circumstances
I have ever seen him in. A tower of strength, kind, even-handed, sometimes irascible - even sometimes a bit
grumpy but someone it was always a pleasure and privilege to be with. When Graham said something, it was
well considered and people would listen to him. His passing is a great loss to the Group and personally to all
who knew him well. He was a great family man and all in all a great person: I consider myself very fortunate to
have been able so spend time with him: at the Belleek meetings, at the house in Meols, at the wonderful caravan
in the Lakes and on many other occasions. Whether we were discussing the finer points of Belleek, Georgian
Glass, Liverpool porcelain, his family, public speaking, his experiences on the farm as a youngster, his many
stories as an Electrical Engineer and Manager in North Wales and the Wirral, the tribulations and rewards in his
job as a Magistrate or his plans for the next Silent Auction, Graham was erudite and well informed – he was
also very funny and altogether the best company you could imagine. I will miss him greatly.
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Group News and Information from Group Members
The Forthcoming International Convention
If anybody is planning to attend and has not yet registered, please do so sooner rather than later, the published
deadline of 31st March is making it difficult to accurately gauge numbers in order to put many final
arrangements in place. It will not be possible to attend only certain events and to pay a reduced registration fee,
the full £185 per person fee is payable by everybody attending, it is then personal choice if an event or function
is missed. There is no generally available discounted registration fee for members of the Northern Ireland
Chapter, and the discount which has been previously referred to is only in respect of working members of the
Convention Steering Committee, all of whom have spent time and incurred expense in playing a part in the
organisation.
There will only be a limited number of places available at the Gala Banquet on the Saturday night for those not
attending the Convention, however this is to be strictly on a first come first served basis and the cost per head is
£50.
On the Thursday and Friday during Convention week, the Pottery is to be closed to the public and available
only to the Convention attendees who will need to be wearing their delegate badge in order to gain admission to
the building. There will be security personnel at the entrance and any member of the public, or any Collector
not wearing a delegates badge will be refused admission.
Using the Belleek Pottery website: http://www.belleek.ie/SocietyProfile.aspx?pagecode=5 Is probably the
easiest way to register for the Convention. From the Website, the Pottery gave out the following latest news.
Monday, February 05, 2007

BELLEEK OWNER LAUNCHES 150TH ANNIVERSARY
Last week staff and visitors to Belleek were greeted by the company’s owner Dr. George Moore and his
wife, Angela. The couple visited Ireland in order to kick off Belleek’s 150th Anniversary celebrations.
While here, they visited Showcase Ireland in Dublin’s RDS and had the opportunity to view all of Belleek’s
new introductions for 2007. Also included in the trip were a number of visits to the company’s factory and
visitors centre. Dr. Moore spoke of his excitement at the company’s success in recent years and at the
prospect of Belleek experiencing such a milestone in its history.
He told reporters “Belleek living sales last year grew around 15 per cent, which is superb. Not many
companies in our business could say they grew in a new range 15 per cent last year, so we are delighted
with that. Obviously, it has been a major employer in Fermanagh. We are here to stay, we have a very
stable business in Ireland today.”
Dr. Moore also commented on the obvious benefits that the 150th Anniversary celebrations would bring to
the tourism market in Fermanagh. Speaking to The Fermanagh Herald’s Nuala McAloon, he said “Some
250,000 tourists visit Belleek Pottery every year, and those 250,000 people have to stay somewhere, they
have to eat somewhere, they have to enjoy the local recreation. So, you have to look at Belleek Pottery as a
major anchor to gain prosperity in the western half of the county. If you look at the 150th anniversary, every
hotel within a 30 mile radius of here is booked out (Collectors’ Convention in April).”
Dr. Moore left Belleek with a satisfaction in knowing that, not only has the company come through 150 years
and managed to remain one of the strongest brands in Ireland, but also, it shows no signs of weakening and
if anything, is set to experience rapid growth for many years to come.
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Forthcoming new book
book by Neville Maguire
Group member Neville has given us many interesting talks over the years on the history of
Belleek Pottery. He has also presented to us his explorations of the form and decoration of
early Belleek, particularly (as is detailed in this edition of the Newsletter) the various periods
and styles of hand painted decoration on Belleek.
Neville is now to produce a book. It is called 'Belleek in Context'. It is based on four talks,
three of which were given to the UK Group and a fourth, not given, on the estabishment and
first production of Belleek. 'Belleek Awash on the Bleach' is included just for a bit of light
relief.
The talks are an exploration of how we can understand the establishment and development of
Belleek and show pieces that were produced at the time to give a visual understanding of
how production changed in response to events. They relate the establishment and production of Belleek to the context in
which they happened and attempt to give a more rational and realistic approach to the pottery that has come to symbolise
Ireland just as Bloomfield, Armstrong and McBirney wished one hundred and fifty years ago.
The talks rely on examining the actual existing pieces Belleek and other potteries produced and what written materials
there are in both historical and more recent literature.
In order to understand the establishment of Belleek Pottery we need to go back sixty years prior to its establishment and
the conflicting pulls of the Romantic Movement, the Industrial Revolution and Irish Nationalism.
The strong industrial and economic forces of the age helped the establishment of the Belleek pottery. The Romantic
Movement and the social and political environment helped propel the pottery forward to develop its own distinctive
production and it has continued with those ideals.
Neville informs us that production of the book is on schedule and it is likely that the book will be launched just before the
forthcoming Convention in Belleek.

Belleek for Sale: The Dickinson UxÄÄxx~ Collection
The web site is a collection of over 200 pieces of Belleek porcelain that is being sold by the Berdell Dickinson Estate.
Follow the menu items on the left to view the entire collection, post questions or place an order to purchase from the
collection. Enjoy browsing this fine collection.

The Berdell Dickinson Collection is currently on sale on a dedicated Internet site:
http://www.dickinsonbelleek.com/. It is well worth a look as many of the pieces are illustrated in the books by
Richard Degenhardt. Although this collection has been up for sale now for over 3 months, many fine pieces
remain.
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Major Belleek Auction announced in Northern Ireland
Viewback Auctions, 8-10 Jail Square, Castle Place
Omagh, Co Tyrone, Northern Ireland, have announced a
major sale of early Black Mark Belleek including the pieces
illustrated on this page. The sale will be held at the Manor
House Hotel, Killadeas, County Fermanagh on the evening
of Monday April 23rd, 2007. A detailed listing will be
posted on the Viewback Auctions website three to four
weeks prior to the auction…
http://www.viewbackantiquesandauctions.com/auctions.html
This sale is the second of these specialised Belleek sales that
Viewback Auctions have conducted. The first sale was held
in July 2005 at Duross Lodge, Lisnarick, formerly the home
of Jack and Beatrice McElroy (now both sadly deceased).
The McElroys were highly regarded collectors and dealers in
Belleek, well known and respected by many members of the
UK Group. Olga Clarke, daughter of Jack and Beatrice, is
carrying on the family tradition and is a prominent Belleek
dealer.

The July 2005 sale was highly publicised and widely
reported on television and by local newspapers. A full report
of the actual sale as seen by our UK Group members who
attended the sale was published in issue 26-2 of this
Newsletter (July 2005). The Sale was certainly very
interesting and part of the highly important Ternan service,
with hand painted scenes of Ireland by Eugene Sheerin, was
sold to the National Museum of Ireland in Dublin.

The forthcoming sale follows almost immediately after the
International Convention in Belleek commemorating the
Pottery’s 150th Anniversary (from 18th to 21st April) and
many Group members and other Belleek collectors may be
interested in attending the sale. It promises to be another
event to remember!

Detail of the painting by Swann on the Belleek Dejeuner Tray
(The Dejeuner Set is Slide 6 in Neville’s presentation,
described later in this Newsletter – the tray is also shown as
the cover picture)
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This fabulous piece of design and
modelling by Cyril Arnold…
…came up for sale recently at Adam’s auctioneers in Dublin.
Cyril Arnold was head of design at Belleek Pottery 1946-1966 and
became the Pottery manager after his brother Eric’s death in 1966
until his retirement from Belleek in 1970. Cyril died in 1989. He
was responsible for at least one other major “tour de force” of
modelling in producing a large parian version (3/4 life size) of the
crucifixion which he designed in 1955 and is still in the St. Patrick’s
Church in Belleek. For an excellent account of the life and work of
Cyril Arnold, written by his son, Robert, refer to the book: Belleek,
the Green Stamp Years.
The press cutting below is the sale report from the Antiques Trade
Gazette of 6th January 2007.
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The Autumn Belleek Weekend in London and Kent
Saturday Afternoon Open House with Neville
The weekend really started at Neville
Maguire’s house in Dulwich in South
London. He had invited the Group
round to his house for afternoon tea.
For anyone who has never taken tea with
Neville, this is a particular treat. Neville
is not only expert with Belleek – he is
also an absolute whiz with the gourmet
sandwiches and the pièce de resistance
is the platter of homemade scones! So
the food is absolutely outstanding and
the hospitality is magnificent – the only
problem is finding somewhere to put
your plate of sandwiches down among
the incredibly rare and valuable Belleek
which covers just about every surface.

Neville likes pots – as you can see here.
What you can’t see is that the
sandwiches are on Belleek and Kerr and
Binns plates. Not only this, the plates
made by Kerr and Binns were for
Brunel’s Great Eastern Steamship
Company.
Nice table cloth Neville! Embossed with
Damask shamrocks and Celtic knots.
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Shown here are just a few of the pieces of Belleek
(and of other manufacturers) that Neville has in his
collection.
On the right is a most delicate Lily teaset with
unusual green trim and gilt, the saucers are
interesting being moulded with lily pad leaves
(similar to the tray), maybe this is an early set?

And here is a gorgeous and extensive Pattern X
service with black and gilt trim, it also had
matching earthenware dinner plates!

A lot of the items of Belleek that Neville has in his
collection are so rare that many Belleek collectors
might not even recognise them as Belleek. It is
truly a magnificent and unusual collection,
concentrating as it does on the earliest pieces that
Belleek produced, which includes a good deal of
earthenware and bone china as well as the more
familiar parian bodied pieces.
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Here we see Simon, deep in conversation
with Margaret: David and Margaret here are
New Zealanders who are also UK Group
members - they seldom get the chance to see
this type of Belleek collection.
All those interested in the history of Belleek
now take note: this little jug (below) is not
Belleek but a very rare example of work by
the Frenchman Jules Brianchon. It is a
sweet little jug, not unlike Belleek.

Armstrong licensed Brianchon’s patent for lustre glaze from which came the development of Belleek’s own
special nacreous glazes. One factor adding to the ‘uniqueness’ and success of the finest Belleek parian ware.

Finally, a few more examples from
Neville’s exceptional collection.
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Dinner Saturday night at The George, Trottiscliffe
This traditional Kent Inn was the venue
for our Saturday evening get-together.
Here are just a few pictures of us all
enjoying ourselves there…
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Autumn Belleek meeting at
Brands Hatch Thistle Hotel,
Dartford, Kent
We feared that the venue was going to be noisy as it was at
the Brands Hatch racing circuit… and a race meeting was
in progress! Fortunately this caused us no problems.…
…some pictures to set the scene…

Colin had arranged for a phenomenal display of Belleek
from their collections to be on display. Some of these
pieces were also used later by Neville to illustrate his talk.

As can be very readily seen, the pieces were varied and
unusual and attracted a lot of interest from the assembled
collectors.
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An excellent Sunday lunch was served in the
restaurant of the Brands Hatch Thistle Hotel.
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Patricia’s Update on the Pottery:
Patricia Macauley was with us from the pottery (bearing gifts
and with news from the Pottery). She said that the traditional
side of Belleek’s business has fallen away over the last 4 years,
mainly due to the weak US$ and reduced tourism. But this year
the coaches have got fuller again, however people are spending
less. Sales results for April to June were ahead, but the
restrictions on carry on baggage and flight delays had an effect
on July.
In order to complete globally Belleek has had to outsource. They
have also opened concessions at Debenhams, something they had
been trying to get into for sometime and this was doing well especially the ‘Belleek Living’ range, Belleek was now back on
wedding lists and so this new ware is appealing to youngsters.
Belleek were doing promotions throughout the year and the
Christmas brochures had just been done.
The 2007 convention will be a celebration of 150 years of the pottery. The Christmas party at Belleek will kick
off these celebrations. 15 pieces have been taken from the archives for special production, one piece from each
decade, and there will be a special black back stamp.
The garden at the Pottery will be recreated and there will be local art competition to involve the community.
Caldwell’s grave will also be tidied up (again), in fact recently the original lost headstone has been found
(someone discovered it whilst they were using it as a picnic table!), so now there are 2 headstones as the Pottery
had made a replacement.
It would be really useful to know how many UK Group members were hoping to go to the convention so that
the Pottery and the Northern Island Group could start to get an idea of numbers. The convention organisation is
well underway, but they will need some help.
John Doogan is now back making baskets
and doing training. 2000 basket items
were made recently and they were sold out
immediately, even before they could be
put on display in the showroom: this was
extremely welcome news.
Patricia then came to an important stage in
the meeting which was the…

2006 Devotee Award
…and the 2006 UK Devotee – was Bev
Marvell– here being presented with a large
flower vase.
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Wine tasting with
Bernie Cole courtesy
of Asda (with his
assistant Colin Strong)
For the next part of the meeting, Colin
introduced a colleague from Asda:
Bernie Cole, an expert on wine.
Bernie explained how there was a link
between Belleek and wine! A hobby of
Bernie’s was archaeology and this lead
him to appreciate Sumerian pots and
they also loved wine – which brings
him on to ceramics and hence to
Belleek (!!).
Bernie told us that we should not just ‘guzzle’, but should take time to think about the wine we are drinking and
its qualities: colour, nose and flavour. Wine tastes so good because of the age, air and land that are put into it –
what the French call ’terroir’ (‘total concept’). The French are laissez faire about wine making, letting nature
take its course, the new world nurture and control their wines.
In a normal tasting Bernie can get through 40 bottles of wine – this is perfectly all right as he spits them out and
so ends up consuming only about one glass full.

Taking Bernie’s advice, here we have
some avid sniffing and tasting…
The wines we tasted were: Riesling from
Germany (£3.57); Sauvignon Blanc from
New Zealand (£5.38); Viognier, France
(£3.98); Malbec, Argentina (£3.78);
Cormenere, Chile (£3.49),; Shiraz,
Australia (£5.98). We were given a
printout of a ‘taste wheel’ to help us
identify the individual flavours in wine
against the kind of food they compliment.
After the testing we were all in a good
mood and very chatty!
Finally David made a presentation to Bernie – what, not a bottle of wine? No, a piece of Belleek.
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David Montgomery (member of both the NZ and UK Groups)
gave a few words
David and his wife Margaret are currently on a touring holiday around England, Ireland, Europe and ending in
the US before going home. They got their ideas on where to visit in England from venues out of the UK
newsletter!
They will take back memories of visiting Eddie and Linda
(Murphy), Chris and Bev (Marvell), Tony (Fox) and Graham and
Maureen (Munton). There is nothing like these collections in New
Zealand. He particularly loves chatting with fellow enthusiasts one
to one, getting to know people. He took great pleasure in watching
Chris and Eddie trying to save some digital pictures he had taken to
PC, both were trying to give each other advice and neither doing
very well! Memories like this and the wonderful Belleek make this
trip well worthwhile.
On the way up to Scotland they decided to stop off at York because
they had been told there was a dealer there. After an amazing
amount of persistent searching they found the ‘Belleek for sale’
cabinet and it had a piece that they were interested in buying. They
persuaded the antique centre to get in touch with the dealer so that
they could negotiate a price … the dealer absolutely insisted they
stay there until she arrived to chat in person. So Gwen Wood,
speeding on 2 wheels turned up to take them for afternoon tea…and
another Belleek purchase was made.
In New Zealand there are quite a few nice pieces of Belleek to collect, but eBay has changed what can be found
locally as anything nice is now offered worldwide and these pieces are now leaving New Zealand.
They started collecting some 8 years ago and are very passionate and keenly keep in touch with Del Donke
(US), Simon Whitlock, Eddie and Linda Murphy and Chris and Bev Marvell, whose help and advice is very
helpful. They became members of the UK Group after a chance sighting of the UK newsletter. He really
appreciates the research we are doing for the benefit of all Belleekers worldwide.
David used to do the New Zealand Group’s newsletter, but after 18 months it was difficult to keep the
momentum going. He knows what hard work it is and congratulated Simon on an incredible job he had done
and the regular WEB updates.
The New Zealanders meet about every 2 years, he wishes
that they lived closer to the UK so that he and Margaret
could come to more of our meetings. Bev and Chris will
be coming to New Zealand early next year – so this will
be an opportunity to get some of the New Zealanders
together – for a spot of fishing perhaps!
Our Chairman made the apt comment that Karen
(Kinchloe) had always been known as the person who
travels furthest to a meeting, but now we have new
record holders – David and Margaret.
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Something old, something blue… but not borrowed!
…The Show and Tell
- by Joanna Urbanek
Georgina, the youngest member of our group, kicked off
the proceedings showing a blue, Willow Pattern
Wedgwood plate. She fascinated her audience with the
ancient tale of doomed lovers-punished by a heartless
father and finally murdered by a rejected suitor. Two
birds soaring high in the sky representing the lovers’
freed spirits. Thomas Minton, too, had his imagination
fired by this tragic tale, and produced the original
engraving.

Colin, our host, came forward next. As he confessed to a
passion for one of Belleek’s most exquisite marine
creations; the seahorse, it was obvious he was not alone
in his admiration. This particular piece had come to
Colin’s attention in Marion Langham’s celebrated work,
Belleek. In true collecting tradition, Colin had hunted
examples at every opportunity. He brought his favorite,
blue piece to display.

Pat followed with a clear blue glass necklace to show.
She took us back to Belfast and the Second World War,
when she was a girl. During the bombing in 1941, the
family was relocated to the west of the city. At that time
a certain Alice Maud Dyson from Plymouth lodged with
the family who became Pat’s godmother. They grew fond
of each other and the beautiful glass pendant was
eventually bequeathed to Pat, for whom it holds great
sentimental value.
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Simon, our webmaster, brought along a third period
blue, Neptune, painted and gilded saucer. The
decoration emphasized the radiating pattern of this
design. This piece inspired Simon and Melanie’s
collecting. Luckily, to add to this piece, they had
recently acquired a thorn jug and slop, also blue painted
and gilded; purchased from America through the
miracle of modern technology.

Sarah, showed us an azure, minature, Chinese teapot
obviously a favourite from her collection. It had been
purchased as part of a mixed auction lot among larger
and seemingly more important pieces. However the
little unassuming pot had turned out to be 19th century
Imari, interesting and valuable in its own right.

Gwen brought along two pieces. One from e-bay, a
Lennox, American Belleek vase, highly decorative
gilded and painted with landscape and birds. The
piece dated from 1902 and was the work of McGee.
The second piece a Worcester urn attributed to the
talents of the artist Owen.
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Jan, brought an earthenware soup plate, purchased
some years ago from Marion Langham. His first
piece of earthenware, Belleek . It was decorated with
shamrocks -which appeared blue under artificial
light! Nice try, Jan - but would he fool our judge,
Bernie? It was beautifully marked-attesting to first
period origins. Jan described himself as its custodianhe had merely borrowed it to pass on to the next
generation.

David displayed a celebrated blue, Neptune, cabaret set
bought on the phone at an auction in Grantham,
Lincolnshire. The set had been featured on the ‘Flog it’
television programme and was appraised be David
Barbie. Definitely not borrowed!
Joanna produced a plate decorated with the nursery
theme. ‘Jack and Jill’, manufactured by Pinder and
Bourne, Doulton’s former partners in Stoke-on-Trent,
dating from the 1870s. It was purchased in 2001 at
Detling on a particularly miserable, wet, April day.
The blue, tin glaze was very appealing on reaching
the last tent; nothing else of interest in evidence all
day. The calamitous children from the rhyme were
suitably blue, too - as were many at that fair!

Without much ado, Bernie, our wine expert - having
kept a clear head for the all important judging - found it
favour of Georgina and her excellent Willow Pattern
tale.

A popular and well deserved win. Georgina graciously
accepted her prize.
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It was a very good-natured and
convivial meeting… perhaps the
wine had something to do with it?
Everyone was extremely relaxed and
the day was deemed to have been a
great success. Neville, aided and
abetted by Colin had made a very
interesting presentation and the
Belleek items that Colin had brought
along to illustrate the talk were
outstanding. Bringing the meeting
to a close, David congratulated
Colin and Heidi for the excellent
arrangements that had been made
and the hard work that they had put
in to make the meeting a great
success.

To end this
meeting
report, here
are a few
more images
from the
day…

…some of
the fine
Belleek that
was on
show.

And Bev, is
the 2006
devotee.
Here she is
with a nice
florally
decorated
New Shell
bread plate.
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The 2006 Xmas party
…was held at Chris and Bev’s house. The theme was “Victorian”. Our Group members had gone to a lot of
trouble to get into the mood with their costumes and props.

Queen Vic. The mad professor, The Duchess – and her penalty for winning the Fancy Dress prize – doing the
washing up… you really can’t get the staff these days.

A large audience gathers in the kitchen… What can be the attraction here? – surely not the drinks table! No,
it’s Eddie doing his ‘will it or won’t it come out’ of his 1st & 2nd period jelly moulds trick. This was a
cliffhanger involving Eddie, first with great care, then with increasingly great force cajoling then shaking the
jellies in their moulds. The end result was successful, as you can see – those old Belleek jelly moulds still work
then!
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Serious teapot study for the “match the spout and
handle” competition.

Upstairs
and
downstairs
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Above: two Belles ………and two Tradesmen.
Left: the governess consults with the Queen.

Right:
Could this be Hercule
Poirot partying, and
giving the "little grey
cells" a rest?
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Good Cheer to All!
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Painting on Belleek and Other Irish Porcelain
- Neville Maguire – as reported
reported by Bev Marvell
Neville said that this talk would be slightly different from his previous talks in that it did not just contain
illustrations of his own pieces. He was particularly pleased that Colin’s display of fine Belleek pieces at the
back of the room illustrated many of the points he wished to make.
If you had visited Neville’s home during his ‘open house’, then you might have a better understanding of where
Neville’s researches were taking him. He has a very large eclectic collection of Kerr and Binns, early Belleek
bone china and earthenware and other ceramics with an Irish connection.
1) The 1st slide was a dessert service with comports by Kerr and Binns, 1858 for Brunel’s Great Eastern
(steam ship). Yesterday they had been used for the scones, cakes and sandwiches! They had the
impressed mark ‘Great Shipping Company Ltd’. Kerr had come from a ceramics decorating company in
Dublin to Worcester producing porcelain and developing sales outlets and the printed mark had
‘Worcester, London, Dublin Philadelphia’. Kerr was to lose Worcester and influence over Belleek and
when he returned to Dublin in 1862 he was only left with ‘W.H.Kerr, Dublin’ as a mark. The next
pieces would show what he did there.
2

1
2) Trio in a pattern X type shape with prominent decoration of a Belleek like logo. The ‘Belleek’ logo used
for decoration goes back before Belleek used it and dates back several decades before Belleek’s
establishment. This trio exhibited ‘clobbered’ (transferred and hand painted) shamrocks and lustre (not
Belleek type lustre though). Neville was originally uncertain about the use of lustre around outer edges
of pieces, but since a wash set exists with this it is a decoration Belleek uses. Neville still remains
uncertain where these were made, but is beginning to think they are Belleek.
3) Belleek enamelled decoration: a convolvulus cup and saucer and stork sugar/slop. This is the decoration
style we are all used to on early pieces of Belleek.
3
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4) Part of an unusual 1st period Belleek bone china dessert set with hand painted flowers. Neville had
considered other alternatives, but had decided that this was definitely painted at Belleek
5) Belleek earthenware teapot stand and china cup and saucer, both hand painted in the 1860s ‘Worcester’
nature studies style of grasses and insects. Did Belleek make the body? Belleek marked it and so they
did claim ownership of it. We need to be aware that a piece need not be potted at a pottery or the
decoration painted elsewhere for a pottery to claim ownership of a piece at this time. Kerr or Worcester
would have readily supplied blanks or Belleek may have merely used the shape in imitation of
Worcester as a popular shape. Since it was decorated at Belleek, they claimed ownership of the piece
whether the body was produced at Belleek or not.

5

6) An extremely fine and rare Belleek dejeune set in bone china from the 1st period, decorated in the
Worcester style of the period with hand painted bird studies. This is known as the Swann set (as per the

6
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signature) and is mentioned in the Jenkins/Corrigan manuscript as being commissioned by Armstrong.
The manuscript states, ‘The painting of dejeune sets was generally simple……However, when required,
Armstrong could perform elaborately and brilliantly… this set reminiscent of Sevres, was made to
special order, and is perfect in every way: the shapes, the quality of the body and glaze, the flawless
ground colours, the superb painting of the birds in their country surroundings with their naturalistic
colourings, and the green background embellished with gold is equal in artistic quality to any Meissen,
Sevres, or Chelsea sets.’ (Jenkins/Corrigan: p38) As Armstrong ordered it, it probably was painted by
Swann at Belleek.
Three phases of decoration on Belleek are becoming clear:
1st phase: Very early pieces which are highly and expertly decorated in the fashionable manner.
2nd phase: More identifiable as Belleek, less elaborate and less like other manufacturers, for example
Sheerin, Allinghams and Johnston.
3rd phase: Later black/early green mark fashionable decoration. Deco influences, often painted by
Cyril Arnold. This was seen in many of Colin’s pieces on show at the meeting.
7) Dejeuner set by W H Kerr Dublin. Kerr came back from Worcester (at the end of the Kerr and Binns
period) to Dublin and began ‘making’ his own wares. This set could have be made in England but
painted in Dublin where Kerr had a kiln.
7

8

8) Tea and coffee set with hand painted flower studies again in a ‘Worcester’ style, marked ‘ H C Q I
Dublin’ with shamrock for the Queens Institute Painting on Porcelain School which Herbert Cooper
setup in 1868 (ref Kevin Curry’s article), body manufacturer unknown. Obviously there was a market
for this type of decoration so why didn’t Belleek take this type of painting up in a big way too?

9
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9) Similar to (8 1870’s Queen’s Institute dessert service with Worcester feel having flower studies.
10) Belleek 1st period Etruscan Ewer painted at the
Queens Institute by Herbert Cooper with a lovely
pale pink ground and pale grey/blue reeds and birds.
Fully signed underneath with the word Belleek under
the Belleek logo crossed out. Very interesting. Why
leave ½ a Belleek mark? The word Belleek is crossed
out, but the Irish symbols are left to show that it is
Irish, also that it was not painted at Belleek (see 5)
but claimed by Herbert Cooper.
Kerr decided to get the Queen’s Institute Painting on
Porcelain school to paint from his Capel Street
business: Cooper did not like this and they fell out.
Kerr had also earlier argued with Binns at Worcester
and they had also fallen out.

10

11) Georges Jones bone china body trios with blush ground and hand painted flowers.

11
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12) Coalisland jug, sugar, saucers and
‘tridacna’ cream. Like Belleek,
Coalisland seemed to be obsessed with
the parian body and not the painting.

12

13) Coalisland brown redware bowl.
13

14) Pair cabinet plates
of unknown
manufacturer with
views of Killarney
and Fisherman’s
house. Obviously
there was a great
interest/market in
Irish scenes, so why
didn’t Belleek do
more?

14
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15) Four earthenware Mintons plaques
1887 with named Irish scenes.
First pair:
Loch Achray and Benvenue
Loch Katrine and Ellens Island
Second pair:
Ross Castle, Killarney
Mucross Abbey, Killarney

15

16) Large Belleek 1st period
earthenware plaque unusually hand
painted in enamels with
convolvulus at the factory.

16
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17) Belleek earthenware bowls in a
chinoiserie peony transfer design.
Both the same design but vary in
decoration detail as they are handwashed in different areas. In one at
the stem end of the flowers and the
other at the petal end.

17

18) Strange earthenware plate marked 1st period
Belleek, but with an impressed registration
diamond which probably was not registered
to Belleek (as it is not one of Belleek’s
known registered designs). Hand painted
with an Irish cottage in a style not usually
associated with Belleek but could have been
a painter merely having a go at a painted
scene.

18

19) Belleek shamrock cups and saucers from the first to third periods showing how the early examples are
crisply moulded and precisely painted with later ones less crisp and with freer paint work. For this
reason it is not actually very easy to match Shamrock ware up. Notice how the underside of the saucers
changes from a more intricate moulding to a much simpler design in later periods.

19
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20) Belleek ‘Celtic’ bowls with strong hand painted lustre designs. Neville had initially thought this kind of
ware showed very individualistic designs, but now after seeing Colin’s examples thinks they followed a
formula/set design that was transferred onto the bowl first. Maybe a transfer template which was hand
painted over in enamel/lustre to give a more free hand look.
20

21) Belleek 2nd period cup and saucer with
hand painted shamrock sprays, signed
Allingham. You can see that Allingham
was an accomplished watercolourist by
looking at the painting technique and the
way the colours are laid on the body.
This style of painting exhibits the start
of the 2nd phase of Belleek painting style
which possibly began earlier, say 1884,
rather than the start of the 2nd period
(which after all was only due to the
McKinley Tariff act).

21

22) A lovely watercolour by Louise
Allingham of Ben Bulben near Belleek.
Also shown was its pair, a painting by
her sister Maude Allingham.

22
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23) A pair of 2nd period elaborately painted/enamelled Greek plates, painter unknown (perhaps Johnston?).

23

24) 3rd period painted plate in the Deco/Cyril
Arnold style.

24

The talk brought out several very interesting points on
the painted decoration on Belleek that have not been
explored until now. In particular there are three distinct
phases of painted decoration on Belleek. Fine
decoration in the early first period when both pottery
and outside painters were used.

Sheerin, Johnston and the Allinghams in the second
period when there was a resurgence of painting at
Belleek (maybe because the Queen’s Institute had
gone?). Lastly, Cyril Arnold’s largely deco designs in
the third period and later. It also described in some
detail the use of out-of-factory painters. Neville
finally made the point that the end of the Armstrong
era in 1883 was much more significant to the designs
and the way the pottery operated than the change from
first to second period mark in 1891 and to understand
this we needed to make a fundamental shift in our
thinking about the impact of this change for Belleek.
Finally, here we have Neville smiling after his talk
having been presented with a thank you from the
Group.
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Belleek Black Mark Teaware – Part II: Shell/Marine
By Tony Fox
Of all the design motifs produced by Belleek the Shell / Marine motif has perhaps proved to be the most
enduring since no other pottery manufacturer has succeeded in embodying the qualities of marine life forms to
the extent and delicacy as Belleek. In Part 2 of our review on Black mark tea ware, we will take a look at
Echinus, Shell, New Shell and Limpet.

Echinus
The name is derived from the Greek ekhinos meaning hedgehog; sea urchin. The first period design by Mrs
Annie Langley Nairn was based on the sea urchin and the pattern was registered in 5/9/68, 22/2/69 and 3/6/69
(a registration diamond is often present underneath first period pieces) making it probably Belleek’s earliest tea
ware pattern (in parian). The ware was produced in both eggshell and regular form and was supplied to Queen
Victoria and the Royal family.

The early ware has a miniature seabed base with small shells out of which the coral rises to support the teapot,
sugar and slop bowl. Later ware was devoid of the seabed base and only rests on coral strands (see the sugars
below right).
Interestingly, the
registered design
for the Echinus
cream had a
strange handle,
being an
unsupported curl,
and seabed base
(left).
This form of cream is the earliest and is very rare, only 1 example has been seen. It is different to the elegant
coral handle and lack of base that we normally see.
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Decoration:
White, cob lustre, nacreous lustre, pink tint, green tint, bright orange coral and handles, all with or without gilt
rim. Also may be elaborately decorated in combinations of gilt, lustre, pink, turquoise and orange, these were
probably special orders which often incorporated monograms or armorials/coats of arms. Surprisingly, no
decoration way numbers have been recorded yet for this pattern despite the variety of decoration ways.

Periods:
BI (often with a red/pink or blue mark and/or retailers name), BII.

Forms:
Tray (large and small), Kettle (large and small), Teapot (large, medium and
small), Cup and saucer (breakfast, medium, slim coffee and moustache), Sugar
(large and small), Cream (large and small), Slop bowl (large and small).
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Shell
This pattern was introduced during
the first period and registered in
28/7/81 (again a registration
diamond is often present
underneath first period pieces), this
was the last pattern registered by
Belleek in Armstrong’s life time.

The Registered Design 28/7/81

The design motif consists of scallop shells and coral. The Shell pattern has
only a small number of tea ware items however there are sufficient pieces
to form a dejeuner set.

The early ware had 3 coral feet, these were subsequently removed in the
second period when the pattern was revised or ‘simplified’ by Slater.

Decoration:
White, pink tint,
green tint, with and
without gilt rim.
Also seen in 3
elaborate decoration
ways: decoration #1
-turquoise coral
with pink shells and
gilt trim, decoration
#2 - pink coral and
gilt shells,
decoration #3,
turquoise coral,
pink shells (no gilt).

Periods:
BI, BII
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Forms:
Tray, Teapot (large and small), Cup and saucer, Sugar (footed, covered and unfooted), Cream. The unfooted
Shell sugar (see picture) does not appear in the 1904 catalogue as part of the tea set, but as the bowl (sugar)
supplied as part of the sugar/cream pair sold separately. To date there is no evidence to indicate that this
pattern includes a kettle.

New Shell
An amalgam of the Echinus and Shell design motifs
this pattern was introduced early in the third period and
has encrusted scallop shells on the upper/outer section
with the Echinus style relief on the lower/inner section
of the pieces. The New Shell pattern has only a small
number of tea ware items, there are insufficient pieces
to realise a dejeuner set.
The 1928 catalogue shows the teapot as that of the
Shell pattern with feet which were later removed. This
is the only pattern that shares a common piece with
another pattern.

Decoration:
White, strong cob,
pink tint, green tint,
with and without gilt
rim. Also elaborately
painted; pale green
and gilt with rose
sprays, pale pink,
with alternating pale
pink and blue shells with forgetme-not sprays..

Periods:
BIII

Forms:
Teapot (large and small), Cup and
saucer, Sugar (large and small),
Cream (large and small). There is
no evidence to suggest this pattern
had a kettle, tray or slop bowl.
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Limpet
It is thought that this Pattern was
introduced during the first
period, but only second period
examples have been seen,
possibly this was designed very
late first/early second period.
The design motif is based on the
sea limpet.
The early ware had 3 knobbly
coral feet which were
subsequently removed in the
second period, again by Slater,
probably to make production
easier as the footed form had
many delicate protuberances.
The remodelling also completely
redesigned the saucer, made the
forms less conical, smoothed out
the coral handles and made the
rims much less fluted.

Above: BIII (left) and BII (right) Limpet cup and saucer
Left: Teapot and kettle spout have a limpet shell at its base
Right: The tray
is interesting
since it is
formed from six
joined shells,
however,
despite the
name the
pattern bears
little
resemblance to
the limpet shell.
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The Limpet pattern is sometimes confused, by the uninitiated, with the Tridacna pattern. A simple way to
distinguish between these two patterns is by the shape and structure of the handles. Limpet handles have a coral
branching styling whereas Tridacna are smooth and rounded, also Limpet teacups are smaller and slimmer.

Decoration:
Footed - white, pink
tint, green tint,
with and
without gilt rim.
Unfooted - white, cob
lustre, pink tint,
green tint, with
and without gilt
rim, orange
coral and
handles, gilt
handles. Also,
from the 3rd
period, specially
decorated pieces
in the Art Deco
style. Uniquely,
it shares many
of these Deco
decoration ways
with Deco
decorated
Tridacna.

Periods:
Footed – BI (probably, but no examples seen), BII.
Unfooted – BII (probably, but no examples seen), BIII

Forms:
Footed - Tray, Kettle, Teapot, Cup and saucer (breakfast, medium and coffee), Cream (large and small), Sugar
(large and small), Slop bowl.
Unfooted - Kettle, Teapot, Coffee pot, Cup and saucer (large, medium and coffee), Cream (large and small),
Sugar (large, lidded and small),
This article describes what we know TO DATE, please if you have further information get in touch with
Tony at research@belleek.org.uk

References
Corrigan manuscript – Campbell and Jenkins
Langham – Belleek Irish Porcelain
Degenhardt – The Complete Collectors Guide and Illustrated Reference, 1st and 2nd editions
Anatomy of a Belleek Collection – Weleck
Brian Russell – The Registered Designs of Belleek Pottery (Available on http:/www/belleek.org.uk)
Various Belleek catalogues (1904, 1928, 1937).
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New Zealand Belleekers – Our UK Tour
By Margaret and David Montgomery
New Zealand by mere location is isolated from the rest of the world. There are many advantages to this beautiful scenery with less people and less pollution. But very lacking in history; the European settlers only
arrived in the mid 1800’s. Most of these were poor people looking for a better life. A few wealthy immigrants
purchased huge blocks of land near Christchurch and Dunedin in the South Island. What little history there is
can be found in these two centres. So to satisfy the need for culture New Zealanders look to the United
Kingdom and Europe.
On this trip to the United Kingdom, we planned to visit stately homes, castles, and of course antique shops.
There was an added bonus of an invitation to visit some Belleekers in the UK.
We arrived at six am after a 27-hour flight to Heathrow. Heathrow and the traffic takes some getting use to
when the whole population of New Zealand is only 4.2 million people. We managed to collect all the luggage,
pick up the rental car, and start toward Oxford. Well no. We managed to get onto the Motorway but we were
heading south not north. Never mind a detour soon got us on our way.
Oxford and the antique shops first call of the day, find a car park, and walk in the right direction. This seems
strange hardly anyone about, its after 10am the shops are closed, only a little local grocery store opened. Asked
a passer-by is it Sunday or Monday today, received that look of disbelief, its bank holiday of course was the
reply.
So much for antique shops, guess we had better navigate our way to Fyfield, the B & B for tonight. Very nice
couple that soon had us settled into our room, and advised that Burford had a lot of antique shops and they
would be open today.
So we are on the road again. Must be getting better at reading the map, arrived at Burford in no time. But,
hello, where do you find a car park? Cars queued up waiting for someone to leave. Maybe another day, must be
antiques shops around somewhere that’s not crowded.
Well nothing for it but to go back to Fyfield. Now my true navigational skills took over, a right here, a left
there. Where is the road sign to check that we’re on the right road? What’s the name of this village? Oh, look
there is an antique shop and a car park right outside the door. Looks inviting. A quick browse and bingo a
piece of Belleek; four or five in fact but not what we are looking for. May be tempted if the price was right for
that beaker. Quick chat to the owner, that display cabinet was his mother’s, Jackie Stenton, he’d ring to
negotiate a better price. No luck but she also had a cabinet at Woburn Abbey Antique centre.
Next day we set off for the Abbey. It was more interesting to take the country back roads, and besides it gave
me a better chance to come to terms with the roads. Travelling to Thame we noticed a sign for Tetsworth
Antique Centre. The day’s early, might as well see what it has to offer. Arrived at the Swan, the building is a
living history lesson. A converted coaching Inn from Elizabeth I’s day; different floor levels, creaking stairs,
tiny rooms, sloping ceilings, fireplaces everywhere, if only the walls could talk. Just think four hundred years
ago, a coach arrives in from London with an assortment of passengers, meals, drinks and rooms to be arranged.
Who are they, where are they going, do they have hidden secrets? Is that respectable looking gentlemen a
banker or a smuggler? To think they walked on these same floors, climbed the same stairs, ate their meals and
slept in these rooms.
Unfortunately no Belleek, but mother of pearl gaming counters and lovely pair of Honiton lace sleeve cuffs
were purchased. Back on the road again. Stopped at Thame, it was market day, fresh produce. Oh look apples
from New Zealand, how fresh is fresh?
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On to the estate, driving slowly up the long winding road to the house. Huge square house with two equally
large out buildings; one of the buildings was the Antique Centre. This was our first interest, forty rooms with a
vast array of goods. A beautiful chest of drawers veneered in Oyster cut walnut for a mere £19,900. The only
Belleek was Jackie’s and her prices are too high. Now on to the ‘House”. The main attraction is the vaults in
the basement that house the Russell family’s collection of gold and silver objects. So much wealth, it is hard to
take it all in. An interesting day came to an end with a return to the B&B.
Entrance into Waddesdon is by timed tickets only. To
guarantee a ticket we had pre-booked before leaving New
Zealand. Waddesdon is one of the forty-three houses
owned by the Rothschild family through out Europe and
England. Built by Ferdinand, one of the five sons of
famous banker, Waddesdon was never a home rather a
show- piece to house his collection of furniture and art.
After the loss of his wife in childbirth his only pleasure

was showing his latest acquisition to his circle of
friends. The house is quite deceiving from the
outside it looks enormous, but in fact it is only two
rooms wide. The collection is amazing, many
pieces from Louis XVI apartments at Versailles,
seven writing desks that belonged to Marie
Antoinette . But what took my fancy was “Porca
Mesiria”, the chandelier made of broken porcelain.
Now you will never have to part with any of your
Belleek, if it is accidentally broken, turn it into a
chandelier.
On to Banbury for the night with a quick stop in Warwick to visit a
friend. Next day was the Warwick Castle experience. Waiting in line
to purchase an entrance ticket was a couple with two children. The
kids were bored out of their tree, so typically mucking about dropping
leaves and bits of twigs down a well. In the gate walked the workers
for the day, dressed in the costume of the 14th and 15th century. Mr and
Mrs with their baby dressed in rags start to mingle with the crowds.
(photo attached) These two kids noticed them and stood frozen to the
spot, they couldn’t believe their eyes. Mr and Mrs entertained us with
song and dance, that was just the beginning of a trip back in history, a
tour of the dungeons and armoury then out in the grounds for an
archery lesson. A boy of about 10 was picked from the crowd as a
volunteer for archery lessons. Before the lesson could start he had to
be dressed in the appropriate clothing, padded jacket followed by mail
and a shield. The clothing was adult size, so the sleeves covered his
hands, a quick turn of the cuff remedy this problem. However being a
bit nervous as arrows went whizzing by, he kept putting his hands in
his pockets. He was told take your hands out of your pockets, son,
they haven’t been invented yet. The crowd roared with laughter. This
was followed by trebuchet, then the flight of the birds of prey and
finishing with jousting match.
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Imagine a small child clutching a coin in front of the sweet shop, such wonders, which one to choose. Well
that’s how we felt when they were allowed in the “Belleek” rooms of some the United Kingdom Belleek
Collectors homes.
Our first stop was the home of Chris and Bev Marvell. Chris had asked us to come early, fellow Belleekers
always have plenty to talk about. The time just flew by as we viewed the Marvell collection not only of Belleek
but other porcelain and art treasures, listened to their latest research findings and compared Kerr and Binns with
Belleek pieces, a factory thats history was new to us. Goodness me the other dinner guests were arriving. We
were delighted with the meal cooked by Chris and company of the other guests; more and still more Belleek
discussions.
This morning Chris and Bev escorted us to Donnington Park to the Antique Fair, where we met Linda and
Eddie once again for a good browse. We all made purchases however Eddie was the only one to find a piece of
Belleek. Then in convoy we drove to Stoke-on-Trent to visit what few potteries were still operational. Being a
Sunday the factories themselves were closed only the shops were opened. Somehow the new does not hold the
same appeal as the older pieces.
Then another treat in store, a visit to the Murphy Belleek collection. Take a seat and cast your eyes in any
given direction, Belleek, Belleek, Belleek and more Belleek. Be careful you don’t stand on any. I have never
seen so many pieces. Did you notice the griffin? Oh look there a seashell and horse, not one but seven. Oh if
only we had the opportunity of finding half of these treasures in New Zealand. Another delightful meal
prepared by Linda and Eddie in the company of more Belleekers, the evening came to an end all too soon.
Early in the day Eddie and Linda arrived to take us to visit Tony Fox and Maureen and Graham Munton
collections. I fell in love with Tony’s “Bride”. She’s not Belleek but she is amazing, the way the sculptor has
created the illusion of bridal net falling across her face. There is a similar one at Chatsworth House but she
lacks the beauty of Tony’s. Maureen and Graham were wonderful hosts allowing us to view their large
collection. We have never seen so many fine pieces.
A new day, a new
direction, off to
Chatsworth. There
were some wonderful
objects, furniture and
painting, one carving
of a bird, lace
handkerchief and
leaves particularly
drew my attention.
Such fine details for a
wood carving. A
friend had asked me
to take a photo of the
wooden pheasants, I
had been looking all
through the house but
could not find any.
Had a look outside on the grounds, even asked a custodian but no luck. I did find a boat on the lake full of Dale
Chihuly glass sculpture (above), which would have been missed otherwise.
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In the library I found Lord Montgomery relaxing
(right), just waiting for tea to be served. When
reviewing the photos that evening realized that
the sculpture my friend was referring to was the
one of the bird and handkerchief (below).

Then on to Bowes Museum. We arrived in time to have a
quick look round the Museum, view the porcelain and the
wonderful silver swan before it shut for the day. On to
Barnard Castle for the night, we arrived after five but
decided to have a quick walk around the town, just to see
if there were any antique shops worth a late start in the
morning. Behold one shop was still opened. There was
no Belleek of interest but he advised us about a shop in
York, which had some larger pieces. His reward for
longer opening hours, we didn’t leave empty handed.
The hunt for Belleek was on, early start we drove to
Harrogate for a quick look but nothing of any interest,
then on to York. We planned to visit the above mentioned
antique shop and drive on the Castle Howard before
calling it a day and settling into the B & B at Wetherby.
We looked everywhere for the Antique shops, found one
that was opened, but no Belleek. Seemed to have walked
around the town at least three times. Both of us were tired
so decided to just give it a miss and leave. David said he
would ask just one more person, and just across the road
was the red brick building we had been searching for. The
treasure hunt was over. David always the bargainer asked
what was the lowest price for a piece he had fallen in love
with. Manager advised he would ring the owner then they
could negotiate direct. Oh you’re from New Zealand, just
wait I’ll like to meet you. That was the start of a lovely
friendship with Gwen Wood. We spent the remainder of
the day chatting; Castle Howard will have to wait until
next time.
Off to London to day, we fly out to Dublin in the morning.
Arrive in Dublin, pick up the rental car and drive to
Enniskillen. On the way we visited Sheelin Lace
Museum, store and restaurant; very interesting collection,
with many items for sale, however very expensive. Of
course the Belleek factory was visited on the way to
Lower Loch Erne summit for a view of the lochs, fantastic
view of the whole area could seen.
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Enniskillen Museum is mainly a military museum,
however they do have a small Belleek collection with
the largest mirror frame I have ever seen. I
understand for the April 2007 Belleek convention all
the pieces from the Belfast Museum will be on
display.
A few days were spent visiting David’s cousin in
Cookstown. Both have an interest in Belleek so the
hunt was on visiting all the local shops and some not
so local. We also rang to check the visiting hours of
Belfast Museum only to be told that the Museum had
closed for the next two years for a renovation.
However Kim McWhinney rang back to say if we
were there by two o’clock we could view the Belleek
before she packed it into containers for storage. We
saw the Heron and Landscape Plaque by Eugene
Sheerin among the other unusual pieces.
Then back to Dublin for a few days before flying
back to London. We visited Malahide Castle the
ancestral home of the Talbot family, who had resided
in the house for the last 800 years. The last of the
line, Rose sold the house to the State and moved to
Tasmania. The main feature of the house is the carved Oak panelled room, depicting Biblical scenes and the
panel above the fireplace of the Virgin Mary.
We had a whole day in Dublin enjoying the convenience of the “Hop On Hop Off” buses. First stop a visit to
the Book of Kells and associated books; if you are interested in history this is a must. The books on display are
made of velum and so beautifully illustrated, amazing to think that they are over 700 years old. Next stop was
Collins Barracks that housed the museum pieces of the Dublin Museum. Room 33 had the latest acquisitions:
the three tired cake stand and the Sheerin tea set. The day would not be complete without a visit to Delphi
Antiques; he always has the most amazing pieces for sale. Even if you are not in the market to buy, it is well
worth a visit.
Back in London for Portobello Road early on Saturday morning, this was our first experience of the market.
What a wonderful time we had, unfortunately no Belleek of interest, however I found many lace shops that
lightened the purse and increased the luggage. We visited the V & A, Kensington Palace, Buckingham Palace,
to see the Queen’s dresses, and Kew Gardens.
We next fly to Prague to join our European tour. We
didn’t expect to see any Belleek in Europe and we did
not. However when visiting the Arts and Crafts
Museum in the Jewish quarters of Prague we noticed
the tiles on the floor. It did so remind us of the lace
pattern. Not to say that the lace pattern was taken from
this design, but it may have been an influenced. We
also saw a similar design, in the floor tiles of the
Cathedral in Siena, Italy. Both of these buildings were
built long before Belleek was manufactured. However
the lace pattern is very geometrical so could just be
coincidental or we having withdrawal symptoms being
away from Belleek for so long.
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Back to London from Paris on
the “Eurostar” then continue on
to Portsmouth. This morning it
is the Ferry across to the Isle of
Wight. We visited Osborne
House, Queen Victoria’s retreat,
wandered around the lovely
gardens and soaked in the
wonderful views of the main
land. Our B&B for the night
was on the southeast side of the
island at Wroxall. We stopped
for a walk to the Needles and
then continued on our way.
I found this amazing blown glass
factory, at Old Park, St.
Lawrence. Glass being heavy I
had to limit myself to just two small purchases. We had a lovely evening reading about the island’s history.
We missed visiting Carisbrooke Castle were King Charles I had been imprisoned, next time.
A ferry back to the main land and off to Brighton Pavilion. The splendour of this royal residence is amazing;
starting with oriental exterior domes and minarets to the great kitchen designed by John Nash and dragon
chandelier in the banquet room designed by Robert Jones. When Queen Victoria inherited the Castle she found
it strange and sold it to the city of Brighton.
We then met up with the UK Belleek collectors at Brands Hatch for a fine and very friendly week-end. We
would like to thank the group for making our trip so enjoyable and looking forward to returning again in the
near future.

As a footnote to Margaret and
David’s article, Chris and Bev
Marvell have just been out to
New Zealand and have visited
Margaret and David in
Tauranga (in the North Island
of New Zealand). An article
describing this visit, Margaret
and David’s magnificent
collection of Belleek, our
impromptu Belleek Meeting
there where several other NZ
collectors joined us for a great
day talking about Belleek and
subsequent “adventures” in
beautiful New Zealand will be
published in the next edition of
the Newsletter.
The picture here shows Bev with Margaret and David in their wonderful home in New Zealand with a sample
of the Belleek and a beautiful view out of the dining room window … just before settling down to a delicious
dinner.
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Auction ReportReport- some exceptional Items of Belleek
Rare Belleek First Period King Charles Spaniel 7 cm tall.
There is some damage (see pics) One of the stool legs is
missing and a corner of the stool has been reglued. There is
no damage to the dog.

Sold for £56 by
Ebay Seller
herb_lee. First
period.

Please find a 19th CENTURY BELLEEK FIGURE OF A DRAYMAN. He is
standing before two barrels and has two tone decoration of matt and gloss
glaze and very fine detail. I think that the barrels must have had lids but they
have long gone. It is marked on the base with a printed mark-this is a bit
blurred. It also has an impressed mark BELLEEK Co. FERMANAGH. It has
some very small nibbles to the edge of the base and he has a chip to the
feather on the rim of his hat (see photos). It has a yellow mark on the base by
his boot. I do not know what it is but it is not glue as it is has NOT been brokenit may be in the firing (see photo). It measures 20.5cm tall

Sold for £460 by Ebay Seller annant0
Here is an old Belleek cup and saucer set that is
exquisite. The cup measures 2 1/2" tall and the
saucer is 5 1/8" diameter. The designs are in
relief and the inside of the cup has an iridescent
quality to the glaze. It is in mint condition

Sold for US$896 by Ebay Seller carlo5859
carlo5859

Lot 422: Irish Belleek porcelain plate. Hand-painted scene of
Purple Mountain, Killarney, Ireland. Marked with the second
black dating to 1891-1926 on bottom. Diameter: 9 1/2 in.

Sold for US$700 Ebay Seller quinnsauction
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A Belleek 1st. period teapot in perfect condition ,
decorated in gilt with a twisted double handle and
decorative spout, the pot is in perfect condition
but for some staining and glazing inside and
measures 5.25in. high by 9.5in.

Sold for US$1051.52 by Ebay Seller fj7a
fj7a

This is a lovely quality little miniature piece of fine
Belleeek, in this lovely shaped jug, with a pink handle. The
porcelain is so fine, it is almost translucent. It has a ribbed
texture around, and it is also a squared shape. It has a high
spout and measures 2 inches high. A perfect cabinet
display, that has the early Belleek backstamp underneath.
Very nice condition and a lovely little example.

Sold for £73 by Ebay Seller creamofdevon
STUNNING 2nd PERIOD (1891-1926) IRISH
BELLEEK NEPTUNE CUP AND SAUCER IN A
RARE FLORAL DESIGN.

Sold for £330 by Ebay Seller psd2906

Beautiful old Belleek cup and saucer. I believe that this is
first period dating from 1863 - 1880. It is, as expected, very
finely made with moulded decoration of what looks like
seaweeds. It has some of the highlights and the handle
enamelled blue. To the base of the cup is just the black
Belleek stamp and to the base of the saucer is the black
belleek stamp and also an impressed stamp. The saucer
measures 6" across and the cup measures just over 3 1/2"
across.

Sold for £135 by Ebay Seller isabooty
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This is an unusual Belleek trinket box. I do not know that name
of the pattern. It measures 3-3/8" high by 3-1/4" wide. This
trinket box has intertwined rods for the handle of the lid as well
as an interesting design around the body. There are two chips
that are on the rim of the bottom of the trinket box. These are
partially covered when the lid is on. There is a chip on the area
that holds the lid in place. This chip cannot be seen when the lid
is on. This trinket box has the Belleek second black mark.

Sold for US$177.50 by Ebay Seller lp448

1ST PERIOD EARTHENWARE PLATE WITH GILT
EDGES AND INCREDABLE PAINTED INDIAN
CHIEF AND HIS WIFE. THIS WAS PAINTED IN
1883 BY SARA T GREER. WHAT IS THE ODDS
THAT THIS SET HAS LASTED 125 YEARS. THIS
IS A GREAT ITEM. ONCE IN A LIFE TIME CHACE
TO WIN THIS FOR YOUR SELF. IT DOSENT GET
BETTER THAN THIS AS A GREAT INVESTMENT.
A ONE OF A KIND PIECE FROM BELLEEK. THE
COLORS AND DETAIL ON THIS ARE NEAR
PERFECT. THIS WOULD BE A GREAT ITEM TO
ADD TO YOUR COLLECTION.
SIZE IS: 14"

Unsold at the asking price of US$6000
for the pair of plaques by Ebay Seller
arcaderesources
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19th Century Belleek Creamware Preserve pot
Acorn decoration the lid has suffered damage
and has been repaired, visible on the outside
is a small dark line, tw0 minor chips on rim of
pot otherwise very good condition. (1st period)

Sold for £175 by Ebay Seller cason333

Here are two early figurines of cherub-like dancing
figures signed Belleek. I believe these are antique
19th Century Belleek as evidenced by the Black Mark
on the underside of each. They also appear to be more
of a parian base; the glaze seems almost translucent.
Condition is very good with no chips, cracks or
repairs. One stands just under 5" in height while the
other is about 4.5" tall.
Note that the marks on these cherubs are somewhat
unconventional…

DESCRIPTION: 2ND PERIOD SHELL ON DRAGON. THIS WOULD BE
A GREAT ITEM TO ADD TO YOUR COLLECTION. THIS IS THE
DRAGON FROM THE CHINESE TEA URN, INSTEAD OF AN URN IT
HAS A LARGE SHELL. THE BASE IS ALSO DIFFERENT. THIS IS THE
ONLY ONE KNOWN IN THE WORLD. VERY VERY RARE ITEM. ONCE
IN A LIFE TIME CHANCE TO OWN THIS PIECE. THE PIECE IS 10.25"
TALL AND THE SHELL IS 9.25 WIDE. IT'S A LARGE PIECE ONE THAT
BELONGS IN A MUSEUM.

Unsold at the asking price of $25,000 by Ebay seller
arcaderesources
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And Finally…
As no keen follower of Belleek can have failed to
notice, as the Pottery was founded in 1857, this
year represents 150 years of the Pottery’s
existence. The International Convention in
Belleek which takes place next month, celebrates
this.
In the UK Group, we also wanted to make a
special effort to mark this auspicious occasion, so
we have come up with a collection of what we
think is interesting material.
This collection of mostly original material has
been compiled over several years by members of
our Group and consists of pictures, photographs,
advertisements, cartoons and all sorts of mostly
hitherto unpublished information. We have
collected this together into a book which we
call…

“150 Years of the Belleek Pottery”
This is just a little taster for this book.
All member households in the UK Group will
receive this publication free of charge – we will
post it out to you nearer the date of the
Convention next month.

If you are reading this and are not a member of the UK Group then don’t despair! …You will have a chance to
purchase a copy of this (we think) valuable and interesting material at the Convention itself for a small sum
which covers our costs of producing it.
If you are wondering about the significance of the cartoon shown here then you’ll have to wait for the book –
all will be explained.
To quote John Caldwell Bloomfield, speaking to the Royal Society of Arts and published in the Pottery Gazette
in April 1883:

“Whatever may become of ‘Belleek’ in the future, it has taken its place as a special ware.”
Well, 124 years after these words of Bloomfield were published, we can now look back over all those years of
trials, tribulations and also great success. Bloomfield would surely have been proud and delighted to know that
his efforts had been rewarded with the Pottery still successfully in production and celebrating it’s 150th
birthday. Not only has Belleek ware taken a special place but the ware and the Pottery have become known and
celebrated throughout the world…

…so: Happy 150th birthday, Belleek and many happy returns!
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